SAGE Dining Services® Celebrates 25 Years Of Excellence
Kick off set to take place in Boston at NBOA and NAIS Annual Conferences

Lutherville, MD (February 21, 2015) – It's been 25 years in the making. On February 22nd, SAGE kicks off a milestone celebration: its 25th Anniversary. The celebration will begin in Boston at the National Business Officers Association (NBOA) and National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS) annual conferences. These conferences are the largest gatherings of independent school professionals in the country. SAGE will be on hand to meet and visit with school leaders from across North America.

These leaders will quickly see that SAGE is not your typical food service company. Our venues are like on-site restaurants, with chefs and culinary teams creating fresh, seasonal, high quality food from scratch.

“SAGE was founded in 1990 out of a bedroom in our house. We've seen many companies come and go in the past 25 years. We've been fortunate enough to remain strong and to continue growing when others were closing up shop,” says Paco Rodriguez, SAGE's Co-Founder and President. “We got through the hard times and survived. I think that is a testament to what this company is about. We never give up and continue to work hard and strive for excellence.”

That excellence is on display across North America: from the fresh, healthy foods, to the high quality, local and campus-grown ingredients in our recipes, to allergen awareness and training. See for yourself and join us in our celebration.

About SAGE Dining Services®
SAGE Dining Services®, established in 1990, is the leading food service provider for independent schools and colleges throughout North America. SAGE’s unparalleled expertise in nutrition, sustainability, and culinary trends produces exceptional dining experiences that delight the senses, inspire minds, and foster community. Learn more at sagedining.com.